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High-precision calculation of the parity-nonconserving amplitude in francium
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A high-precision calculation of the 7s-8s parity-nonconserving~PNC! transition amplitude in francium,
based on a relativistic all-order method, is presented. Our values for the PNC amplitudes in223Fr and210Fr are
EPNC515.41(17) and 14.02(15), respectively, in units 10211i ueua0(2QW /N), whereQW is the weak charge
andN is the neutron number. Spin-dependent contributions to the PNC amplitude are calculated for Fr isotopes
with nucleon numbersA5207, 209, 211, and 213. To assess the accuracy of our calculations, we apply the
present all-order method to the 6s-7s PNC amplitude in cesium and obtain a result in close agreement with
previous high-precision calculations.

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Ys, 31.15.Ar, 31.25.2v
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Measurements of parity-nonconserving~PNC! amplitudes
in francium, the heaviest alkali-metal atom, have been p
posed@1#, and considerable progress has been made rece
in understanding the structure of the francium atom. On
experimental side, energies of the 8s and 9s levels, lifetimes
of the 7p1/2 and 7p3/2 levels, and hyperfine constants of th
7p1/2 and 8s levels have been accurately measured@2–6#.
On the theoretical side, calculations have been carried ou
energies, transition rates, hyperfine constants, and the 7s-8s
PNC amplitude@7–11#. With the possibility of new measure
ments of PNC in mind, we present a calculation of the 7s-8s
PNC amplitude in francium accurate to 1%; our value
223Fr differs by 3% from the previous many-body valu
given in Ref.@9#.

Measurements of the 6s-7s PNC amplitude in cesium
@12,13#, when combined with accurate many-body calcu
tions, @14,15# provided a high-precision atomic-physics te
of the standard model and yielded an experimental value
a nuclear anapole moment. Although precise measurem
of PNC amplitudes have also been made for the 6p1/2-6p3/2
transition in Tl @16# and the 63P0-6 3P1 transition in Pb
@17#, the corresponding theoretical calculations are not su
ciently accurate to permit precise tests of the standard m
to be made in these cases.

Recently, we carried out a systematic study of atom
properties of alkali-metal atoms using the relativistic sing
double~SD! all-order method@7#. Our calculated energy lev
els, dipole matrix elements, and hyperfine constants in
were shown to be in excellent agreement with available m
surements@2–6#. Furthermore, we made predictions of as y
unmeasured atomic data in francium including energies
the 9p and 10p levels, np-n8s dipole matrix elements
8p1/2, 8p3/2 hyperfine constants, and polarizabilities. In th
paper, we make use of the results of the SD calculation
@7# to evaluate the 7s-8s PNC amplitude in Fr.

The PNC amplitude in Fr can be represented as a
over states:

EPNC5 (
n52

`
^8suDunp1/2&^np1/2uhPNCu7s&

E7s2Enp1/2

1 (
n52

`
^8suhPNCunp1/2&^np1/2uDu7s&

E8s2Enp1/2

, ~1!
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where D is the dipole transition operator andhPNC is the
PNC Hamiltonian. In the present calculations, we evalu
this sum directly. The dominant part of the PNC interacti
Hamiltonian is

hPNC5
GF

2A2
QWg5r~r !, ~2!

whereGF is the universal Fermi coupling constant,QW is the
weak charge@18#, andg5 is the Dirac matrix associated wit
pseudoscalars. The quantityr(r ) is a nuclear density func
tion, which is approximately the neutron density. In our c
culations, we modelr(r ) by the charge form factor, which is
taken to be a Fermi distribution with 50% radiusc56.83 fm
and 10– 90 % thickness parametert52.3 fm for 223Fr @19#.

Our calculation ofEPNC is divided into three parts: a mai
term EPNC

(1) that contributes 97% of the total and consists
the sum over states withn57, . . .,10, a tailEPNC

(2) that is the
sum over states withn511, . . . ,̀ , and the contribution
EPNC

(3) from autoionizing states given by the termsn
52, . . . ,6.

First, we discuss the calculation of the main term.
noted previously, the dipole matrix elements^8suDunp1/2&
and ^np1/2uDu7s& and removal energiesEns andEnp1/2

were
calculated using the all-order SD method in@7#. Therefore,
we only need to calculate ^8suhPNCunp1/2& and
^np1/2uhPNCu7s& to high accuracy to obtain an accurate val
for the dominant part of the PNC amplitude. Since there
no data for matrix elements ofhPNC available for comparison
in francium, we also calculate matrix elements ofhPNC in Cs
using the present SD code and compare them with h
precision results in Ref.@15#. Our matrix elements ofhPNC in
Cs, which include semiempirical corrections for triple exc
tations, agree with results from@15# to better then 0.5% for
^np1/2uhPNCu6s& transitions and to all digits quoted fo
^7suhPNCunp1/2& transitions.

In Table I, we list zeroth-order Dirac-Hartree-Foc
~DHF!, all-order~SD!, and scaled (SDsc) matrix elements of
hPNC in Fr. The SDsc values are SD matrix elements scaled
include partial corrections for omitted triple excitations fo
lowing the procedure given in@7#. As we see from the table
correlation corrections to the matrix elements ofhPNC are
©2000 The American Physical Society12-1
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very large, ranging from 45% for the 7s-7p1/2 transition to
30% for the 8s-10p1/2 transition.

To obtainEPNC
(1) , we substitute the single-double PNC m

trix elements from Table I, together with previously calc
lated dipole matrix elements and removal energies from@7#
into Eq. ~1!. The resultingab initio value isEPNC

(1) 515.08 in
units 10211i ueua0(2QW /N). ~All subsequent data for contri
butions to PNC amplitude are in these units.! The corre-
sponding value in the DHF approximation is 13.56, so
correlation correction is approximately 10%.

Including corrections from the Breit interaction, the val
15.08 above is reduced toEPNC

(1) 514.93. We evaluate the
~lowest-order! Breit correction by modifying all wave func
tions in Eq.~1! using

un&→un&1 (
kÞn

uk&^kuBun&
en2ek

, ~3!

where the summation ranges over both positive and nega
energy states. In the above equation,^kuBun& is the matrix
element of the Breit HamiltonianB. Only the one-body par
of the Breit operator contributes in lowest order. To calcul
the correction to the PNC amplitude, we use the substitu
~3! to calculate corrections to individual matrix elemen
The Breit corrections to energies in Eq.~1! are obtained us-
ing the prescription given in Ref.@20#. The resulting Breit
correction to theab initio PNC amplitude is20.15. A more
rigorous treatment of the Breit correction including contrib
tions from the two-body part of the Breit Hamiltonian an
accurate calculations of higher-order corrections is requ
before Breit correction to the PNC can be accurately de
mined. In Cs, the Breit contribution was found to be ve
small, 0.2(60.2)% in Ref.@15#. In Fr, the Breit correction
was recently estimated, including both one-body and tw
body contribution, and found to contribute approximate
21.1% @21#, in harmony with the present estimate.

In Table II, we list results for the main termEPNC
(1) of the

parity-nonconserving amplitude in223Fr obtained using vari-
ous combinations of energies, dipole matrix elements,
PNC matrix elements. All entries in this table include Br
corrections. These values are used to check the stabilit
our calculation and to provide an estimate of the uncertai
The ab initio single-double result for the main term is liste

TABLE I. Lowest-order~DHF! PNC matrix elements are com
pared with all-order~SD! and scaled (SDsc) matrix elements in
223Fr. Units: 10211i ueua0(2QW /N).

Term DHF SD SDsc

^7p1/2uhPNCu7s& 0.6360 1.1689 1.1223
^8p1/2uhPNCu7s& 0.3789 0.6449 0.6249
^9p1/2uhPNCu7s& 0.2593 0.4313 0.4191
^10p1/2uhPNCu7s& 0.1918 0.3160 0.3086
^8suhPNCu7p1/2& 0.3222 0.5348 0.5191
^8suhPNCu8p1/2& 0.1918 0.2944 0.2885
^8suhPNCu9p1/2& 0.1313 0.1967 0.1933
^8suhPNCu10p1/2& 0.0971 0.1441 0.1423
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in the first row. We give values forEPNC
(1) using various com-

binations of experimental energies, scaled PNC matrix e
ments, and ‘‘best-value’’ dipole matrix elements in subs
quent rows. The best-value matrix elements are defined
as the experimental dipole matrix element for the 7s-7p1/2
transition @4#, scaled dipole matrix elements for th
7s-8p1/2, 7s-9p1/2, 8s-8p1/2, 8s-7p1/2 transitions@7#, and
SD matrix elements for the other transitions. This select
of best-value data is based on a comparison of the co
sponding values for transitions in Cs with experiment a
with other high-precision theoretical calculations@22,23#.
Since the energies of the 9p1/2 and 10p1/2 states are not ye
measured, we used our theoretical results for these level@7#
instead of experimental data.

There is strong cancellation between the two sums in
~1! and betweenn57 andn58 contributions in each sum
Therefore, it is important that the data for transitions tos
and 8s states be of consistent accuracy. The results obta
usingab initio SD matrix elements treat correlation in a sy
tematic way and are thus least effected by the cancellati
We believe that the calculation made using SD matrix e
ments andexperimentalenergiesEPNC

(1) 514.95 is the most
reliable of those listed in the table, so we use this as
theoretical value for the PNC amplitude and we use
spread in values~0.14! to measure the uncertainty in th
theoretical value.

We summarize our results for the PNC amplitude in223Fr
in Table III. The main contributionEPNC

(1) 514.95(14) is the
final result given in Table II. The dominant correctio
EPNC

(2) 50.49(10) is from excitednp1/2 states withn.10. We
use the random-phase approximation~RPA! @15# to evaluate
contributions from these states. Although we have no dir
way to determine the accuracy of the RPA calculation,
assume that it is better than 20% based on comparisons
DHF calculations. Finally, we calculate the contribution
autoionizing states (n52, . . . ,6) in the DHFpproximation
using lowest-order values of matrix elements and energ
Since the resulting value is very small,EPNC

(3) 520.03, more
exact treatment of this correction is not warranted.

TABLE II. Evaluation of EPNC
(1) . The entries under ‘‘Energy,’’

^viDin&, and ^vihPNCin& describe the sources used to determ
energies, dipole matrix elements, and PNC matrix elements, res
tively. The entry SD designates single-double all-order values
SDsc designates scaled SD values. The entry BV designates ‘‘
value’’ dipole matrix elements obtained using the experimental
pole matrix element for the 7s-7p1/2 transition @4#, SDsc matrix
elements for 7s-8p1/2, 7s-9p1/2, 8s-8p1/2, 8s-7p1/2 transitions
@7#, and SD matrix elements for the remaining transitions. Un
10211i ueua0(2QW /N).

Energy ^viDin& ^nihPNCiv& EPNC
(1)

SD SD SD 14.93
Expt. SD SD 14.95
Expt. BV SD 14.93
Expt. BV SDsc 14.81
Final 14.95~14!
2-2
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Our final result for the PNC amplitude in223Fr is EPNC
515.41(17), where the number in parenthesis is the theo
ical uncertainty. The estimated uncertainty does not incl
uncertainty in the nuclear parameters. We list the resul
another high-precision calculation of PNC amplitude in223Fr
@9# in the last row of Table III for comparison.

As an independent test of the accuracy of our calcula
of the Fr PNC amplitude, we carried out an identical calc
lation for the 6s-7s transition in Cs. The result, which i
listed in Table IV, is in excellent agreement with previo
high-precision calculations@14,15#.

We also investigate the dependence of the PNC amplit
on the parametersc and t of the nuclear distributionr(r ). It
is sufficient to do so in the lowest order because this cor
tion is expected to be small. In Table V, we list DHF resu
for the main term with different values ofc and t. From
Table V, we conclude that a 2.2% increase inc leads to a 1%
decrease in the value ofEPNC; therefore, the parity-
nonconserving amplitude is sensitive to the value of nuc
radii. The parametert must be increased by 18% to decrea
the value ofEPNC by 1%. The parameters used in the last li
of Table V are those used by Dzubaet al. in @9# to calculate
EPNC in 223Fr. The resulting value of lowest-order PNC am
plitude is 0.6% higher than our lowest-order value, listed
the first row of Table V.

Our final value,EPNC515.41(17) for 223Fr differs from
the only other high-precision calculation of PNC amplitu
in Fr @9# by EPNC515.9(1%) by 3.1%. However, as noted
above, 0.6% of this difference is due to the use of differ
parameters in the nuclear distribution. The calculation
Ref. @9# does not include Breit contribution, which accoun
for another 1% of the difference. The remaining difference

TABLE III. Contributions to the 7s-8s PNC amplitude in223Fr
and comparison with the theory from Ref.@9#. Units:
10211i ueua0(2QW /N).

Term Value

EPNC
(1) 14.95~14!

EPNC
(2) 0.49~10!

EPNC
(3) 20.03~03!

EPNC 15.41~17!

Ref. @9# 15.9~1%!

TABLE IV. Comparison of the calculation of the 6s-7s ampli-
tude in Cs with other high-precision calculations. Uni
10211i ueua0(2QW /N).

EPNC

Present 0.909~11!

Blundell et al.a 0.907~9!

Blundell et al.b 0.902~9!

Dzubaet al.c 0.908~10!

aSum over state approach@15#.
bMixed-parity many-body perturbation theory@15#.
cMixed-parity many-body theory@14#.
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1.5%, which is consistent with the error estimates of o
calculation and that of Ref.@9#.

Since, in the present units,EPNC is proportional to the
neutron numberN, it appears at first glance that the value
the PNC amplitude for any isotope could be obtained fr
the value forA5223, by scaling withN. Such scaling is of
course only justified if the amplitude is insensitive to t
parametersc and t in the nuclear distributionr(r ). The iso-
topes of Fr listed in@24# can be divided into two groups with
A5207– 213 andA5220– 228, and the formula for th
RMS radius r rms50.836A1/310.570 fm from @19# can be
used to determine values ofc for different isotopes with
fixed t52.3 fm. The maximum difference betweenc for
223Fr and any other isotopes in the groupA5220– 228 is
0.7%, leading to a 0.3% correction to the PNC amplitu
Such a correction is negligible at the present level of ac
racy. Therefore, the PNC amplitude for isotopes in the gro
A5220– 228 can be obtained from the value for223Fr by
scaling with the neutron number of the isotope. Scaling fr
the value for 223Fr is not justified at the present level o
accuracy for the isotopes in the groupA5207– 213, since
differences in radii between isotopes in this group and223Fr
lead to changes in theEPNC at the 1% level. To obtain the
value for the PNC amplitude in210Fr, we recalculate the tota
PNC amplitude, using parametersc56.72 fm, t52.3 fm,
corresponding to the valuer rms55.560 fm given in@5#. The
resulting final value isEPNC514.02(15) for210Fr. The maxi-
mum difference betweenc for 210Fr and c for any other
isotope in the groupA5207– 213 is 0.5%, leading to a neg
ligible effect onEPNC at the present level of accuracy. Ther
fore, the PNC amplitude for isotopes withA5207– 213 can
be obtained by scaling the value for210Fr with the neutron
number. In summary, the value of any Fr isotope~at the 1%
level of accuracy! can be obtained from the valuesEPNC
514.02(15) and 15.41~17! for 210Fr and 223Fr, respectively,
by scaling with the number of neutrons; the first value sho
be used for the lighter isotopes and the second one for
heavier ones.

The PNC interaction given in Eq.~2! is obtained from the
timelike part of the product of the vector nucleon currentVn
and the axial vector electron currentAe ; it does not depend
on the nuclear spinI. The spacelike component of the pro
uct Ve andAn leads to a nuclear spin-dependent interacti
which for the case of a single valence nucleon may be w
ten

TABLE V. Dependence of the lowest-order PNC amplitude
223Fr on the parametersc and t of the nuclear distribution in units
10211i ueua0(2QW /N).

c ~fm! t ~fm! EPNC

6.83 2.3 13.56
6.50 2.3 13.85
7.00 2.3 13.42
6.83 2.5 13.50
6.67 2.5 13.64
2-3
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hPNC
(2) 5

GF

A2
K2

k21/2

I ~ I 11!
a•Irv~r ! ~4!

where rv(r ) is the valence nucleon density and wherek
57(I 11/2) for I 5L61/2, L being the orbital angular mo
mentum of the valence nucleon. The spin-dependent inte
tion that arises from the electromagnetic coupling of
atomic electrons to the nuclear anapole moment@25# is given
by

hPNC
(a) 5

GF

A2
Ka

k

I ~ I 11!
a•Irv~r !. ~5!

The two spin-dependent terms~4! and ~5! can be treated
together, replacingKa by K5Ka2K2(k21/2)/k in Eq. ~5!.
The PNC amplitude is then modified as

EPNC→EPNCF S QW

2ND1KA~FF ,FI !G , ~6!

where EPNC is the spin-dependent PNC amplitude in t
units i ueua0 andFF andFI are angular momenta of the fina
and initial atomic hyperfine levels, respectively. We calc
late spin-dependent PNC effects for light Fr odd-A isotopes
with A5207, 209, 211, and 213, all of which have a sing
h9/2 valence proton@24#. For these cases, the nuclear spin
I 59/2, k55, and angular momenta of the atomic hyperfi
levels areFI ,F54 or 5. We carried out the calculation o
A(FF ,FI) in lowest-order approximation including wea

TABLE VI. CoefficientsA(FF ,FI) for 133Cs and209Fr, where
FF andFI are final and initial total spin.

133Cs 209Fr
FF FI A(FF ,FI) FF FI A(FF ,FI)

3 3 0.0286 4 4 0.0171
3 4 0.0477 4 5 0.0287
4 3 20.0413 5 4 20.0256
4 4 20.0223 5 5 20.0140
G.
ne
.

les
.

se

.Z

ao
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core-polarization corrections@26#. We found that despite the
fact that weak core-polarization modifies both the contrib
tions from both spin-independent and spin-dependent te
by about 20%, it has a negligible~less then 0.5%! effect on
the values of the ratioA(FF ,FI). Calculations ofA(FF ,FI)
were carried out using a Fermi distribution forr(r )v and a
crude shell model; negligible differences in the results w
found. The values ofA(FF ,FI) are also insensitive to the
parameters of the nuclear Fermi distribution: a 10% cha
in the parameterc or a 20% change in the parametert results
in a 0.1% change in the values ofA(FF ,FI). Since there are
no comparison values available for spin-dependent PNC
fects in Fr, we also carried out similar calculations in133Cs,
which has a single valenceg7/2 proton. Our results for Cs are
in precise agreement with previously published data@15#.
The values ofA(FF ,FI) for 209Fr as well as the compariso
values for133Cs are given in Table VI. The values are give
for only one of the isotopes, namely,209Fr; corresponding
values for 207Fr, 211Fr, and 213Fr are obtained by scaling
209Fr values by 122/N, whereN is the number of neutrons in
the corresponding isotope. The spin-dependent amplitud
needed to extractEPNC from experimental measurements a
to determine the value ofK and, correspondingly, nuclea
anapole momentKa .

In summary, we have presented a calculation of
parity-nonconserving amplitude in Fr at the 1% level of a
curacy. To estimate the accuracy, we investigated the sta
ity of the final result by using various sets of data~SD, SDsc ,
or experimental! for energies and matrix elements. As a
independent test of the accuracy, we applied our metho
133Cs and found excellent agreement with other hig
precision calculations. The dependence of the PNC am
tude on the parameters of nuclear distribution was inve
gated. Spin-dependent PNC effects were evaluated for
light odd-A isotopes. The resulting values can be used
conjunction with measurements for future atomic-phys
tests of the standard model.

This work was supported in part by National Scien
Foundation Grant No. PHY-99-70666.
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